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THE GEOLOGY Or THE
SASSAFRAS LAKE IROJ! CLABS

PATRICIA MINING DIVISION, OfTTARIO
by 

C. II. HOPPED, B.A.Sc., M.E.

IIITRODUJTION -

During the field season of 1956 two prospectors, W. C. Shepherd 
and M. Lambert, employed by K. A. Tiranins Explorations (Ontario) Limited, 
under engineer L. G. Smith, noticed great variation of the conpass on a 
portage west of Sassafras Lake which led to the discovery of a strong 
belt containing magnetite and the staking of a number of claims nineteen 
of which are covered by the present geological survey.

During 1957 the magnetic belt was traced by ground magnetometer 
and dip needle surveys and by an aeromagnetic survey of considerably 
greater extent. This work vas followed by a diamond drilling program 
of 8 holes for a total of 1066 feet which proved that there were sections 
of -ohe zone up to 300' wide which contain 2O^o to ;K# of iron as magnetite. 
During this work program only one outcrop about 30' in diameter was 
located within an ore zore.

Due to the inconclusive results and to other factors unrelated 
to the property, work was suspended at the conclusion of the 1S'57 test 
program and nothing was done until August 1960 when it was arranged 
thet 10 of the claims were to be surveyed by H. F. Keffer, O.L.S. and 
a geological survey and review was undertaken by the writer.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claim group is located directly vest of Sassafras Lake which 
lies 12 miles southeast of the Sturgeon Lake narrows and 25 miles northeast 
of Taiinin, a station on the Port Arthur - Sioux Lookout branch of the 
Canadian National Railway. It is in the Patricia Mining Division of Ontario.

Access is most convenient by air from Sioux Lookout, Armstrong or 
Port Arthur bases. A water route south from Allanwater on the C.li.R. main 
line via Seseganaga Lake is reported to require a minimum of portaging. 
There are no lumber operations nearer than Post Lake 10 miles to the west.

PROPERTY

The property consist? of nineteen claims two north-south and 
nine east-west along the strike of the main magnetic anomaly plus one.

The claims included in the present survey are numbered Pa 177^1. 
k, Ea-

177SQ., 
and fa IQo

, Pa 10635 f
The recorded ovner is N. A.

Tiianins r 
Montrerd,

-. 
(Ontario) Limited of 1010 Canada Ceroent Building,
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GEOLOGICAL REFERENCES

A. R. GRAHAM, THE STURGEON LAKE GOLD AREA, 
OIK1 . DEPT. MINES, VOL. ;CXC, PART 2, 19JO 

MID ACCOMPANYING MAP NO. 596

D. G. FINLAYSON, MAGNETOMETER SURVEY PLAN, 1957 
AERCMAGNETIC SURVEYS LTL.., AEROMAGNETIC SURVEY PLAN 1957 

C. H. HOPPER, DIP NEEDLE SURVEY PLAN 1957

FIELD WORK

The field work for the present survey was carried out from 
August 9 - August 18, 1960. The winter cut picket lii,e grid established 
in March of 1957 was used for the most part but sane lines had to be 
re-run and re-chained. Representative parts of the diamond drill core 
were re-logged at the rack where the core was found preserved in excellent 
condition.

TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE

The area of the claims forms part of a generally flat plain 
dotted with numerous shallow lakes. The general elevation is betv.^en 
1^00' and 1500' above sea level and local relief rarely reaches 100', and 
the south boundary of the claims marks a local height of land between 
north draining and south draining lakes and streams. It consists of 
an east-west ridge of meta-sediments, chiefly impure quar1 sites, possibly 
half a nile in width that rises 100' above the local ponds and 50' above 
the granite gneiss and syenite which constitute the other prominent rock 
types of the area.

The three ponds on the claims are at the same elevation about 
50' above Sassafras Lake. They are 18', 5' and V deep respectively 
east to west and they drain northwesterly via a series 'f beaver dams. 
There is practically no flow during the sooner season.

The glacial mantle consists of many local eskers and a general 
pround moraine of large boulders ard low grovel ridges arranged, in a 
S2O0W lineation. This, together with the outcron *v;* diamond drilling 
evidence, suggests that the bedrock surface is often only 5 1 deep and 
rarely more than 50' deep. The glacial direction obscures the tendency 
for lakes to assume the strike direction of the formation but the chain 
of lakes from Post Lake on the west through Sassafras Lake to Gridiron 
Lake on the east may be traced out along the north contact of the 
sedimentary belt where it is not so dense and uniform in character.

FOREST COVER AND GAME

The southern half of the claim group along the sedimentary 
ridge is largely an open forest of o" birch and poplar with patches of 
older jock pine and large'vhite spruce that survived the last fire. 
The northern half, often on low level but bouldery dry ground, is a 
clean forest of jack pine vrith the few wet sections changing to 
typiccl spruce nuskeg.

Locally
.'loose and beaver are ccraaon, deer and boor less plentiful.

g is poor although caall pickerel do occur in Sabsefrcs Lake.
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GEJERAL GEOLOGY

The prominent belt of metasediments that crosses the claims 
appears to be a direct extension easterly of the belt mapped by Graham 
through Post and Willet Lakes 8 miles to the west. There the vriter 
observed conglomerate with greywacke at Will it Lake and quartzite at 
the f.outh end of Add Lake a mile further east both striking southeast 
with dip vertical. A veak magnetic zone passes through these lakes 
where the north contact of the sedimentary belt is assumed to be, and 
the enclosing rocks on both sides are shown as greenstones.

In the region of the claims, however, the meta sediments are 
thought to be bounded on the south by granite and on the north they 
are definitely in contact vlth a variety of intrusives classed mainly 
as syenite but with either segregated facies or multiple intrusive 
sections of diorite, granodiorite, aplite and amphibolite. Local parts 
have -undergone partial granitization, and a few places might be termed 
garnet gneiss. All the dips observed are near vertical vith east-west 
strike and 85O south dip predominating.

The main magnetic anomaly and known wide sections containing 
magnetite occur vhere the large north-south oriented Vista Lake stock 
of syenite noses out along the east-west striking sedimentary belt and 
this may be a partial explanation of its emplacement.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Intrusives

Meta-Sediraents -

Greenstones

Aplite
Syenite
Granodiorite
Diorite
Araphibolite

Iron Formation 
Garnet gneiss 
Quartzite 
Greywacke 
Slate

Basic lavas and tuffs?

Greenstones - although no outcrops have been mapped ac greenstone or tuff 
Email indeterminate sections of the drill core have been BO classified 
and some tuff may be included in the more banded sections of the greywacke 
toward the north contact zone.

Meta-sediments - the dominant type is a medivira textured,grey, liupure 
quartzite, featureless with little evidence of bedding and a faintly, 
developed schistosity. It is well exposed on the ridge alcn^, the 
south boundary. Lighter bands of quartzite a few .feet wiae occur rarely, 
darker fine grained sections exhibit a more pronounced : ' atey cleavage and 
several very dark bands 2' to 5" vide have been mapped t slate. Toward 
the north contact a zone several hundred feet wide is mo . distinctly banded 
and is invaded by numerous small intrusive dikes, as lenses parallel to the



bedding, as irregular patches and as uniform crosscutting dikes.

The iron formation is a siliceous banded formation containing 
from lO/o to k&p iron as magnetite. It is crumpled and shows evidence 
of dynamic action vith draftfolds broken and faulted. Numerous small 
barren intrusive dikes are contained vithin the zone.

Intrusiyes With the exception of the minor dikes under 12" in width 
all the intrusives mapped or logged ar*? of fairly coarse granitic texture. 
As exposures were rare the main impression has been gained from the drill 
core which suggested an intrusive period during which nxgrnas of varying 
composition followed each other closely and merged, and that even segregation 
in place may have been a factor. Syenites, dicxflites and granodiorites 
with minor basic sections of amphibolite and snail aplite dikes were 
observed. An older granite was mapped by Graham several miles to the 
north but was not recognized on the claims.

STRUCTURE

Structural evidence is meagre due to the ground moraine cover 
and the featureless exposures of greywacke. Grain size determinations 
proved pointless and it is likely that strike determinations are 
essentially schistosity and that true bedding at the nose of a drag fold 
for example might be impossible to recognize. Regionally there is little 
evidence of major offsetting of the belt by folding or faulting. The 
one outcrop in the iron f onaation of the ore zone on claim Pa 177^5 
furnishes the main structural evidence. It exhibits a series.of crumpled 
drag folds offset by minor faulting. The pitch of seme of the crumples 
is near vertical.

The general structure postulated for the main ore area is that 
of a dragfold in the sedimentary series which has provided a locus for 
the invasion of tongues of acidic intrusives which in turn have caused 
a migration and concentration o^ iron as aagnetite through the action 
of siliceous emanations through the banded iron sections of the wall 
rock. Be this as it may, there is a marked mineralogical and structural 
similarity between this deposit and those of the Hilton und Marmoraton 
nines in Southeastern Ontario - particularly with respect to the large 
dikes and horses of intrusive rock.

DEVELOPMENT

The magnetic zone as determined by ground magnetometer and 
dip needle surveys is shown in outline on the accompanying map as are 
the drill hole locations and results.

THE ORE ZONE

The main aeromagnetic anomaly along the belt was confirmed by 
ground raagnetoneter and in both instances the readings were beyond the 
recording scale of the instruments used. From the limited amount of 
vork done it would appear that the nain ore area is contained in a 
zone 300' to 1000' wide and one mile long with the greatest width in the 
region of No. l Post of claim 177^5-
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Across the widest part on line 112E it seems likely that there 
are three widely separated ore bands 195'j 100' and 200' (?) wide vith 
the intervening ground occupied by two bands of barren syenite 105' and 
14-00' wide respectively. Thus 50# of the total width could be occupied 
by ore grading 25^ to pOyo iron, almost all as magnetite, although this 
remains to be proven because 300' of the magnetic zone on the north side 
of this section is beyond the part drilled to date. Holes k and 5 
however did prove that the part on the south side of the anomalous area 
is kOO feet wide and is made up of 195' at 25.36^Fe, 105' of barren 
syenite and 100' at 30.3^ Fe.

The other important drilled section is 2000' east of the above 
at holes l, 2 and 3 where the ore is confined to one zone 290' wide 
which assayed 22.85/0 Fe and included at least 20yo of small barren dike 
material.

Hole 7 located 1200' west of the vide section at 112E cut 
minor vidths of ore enclosed in the syenite. However, this hole collared 
too far north to cut the sediments contact and dip needle readings suggest 
that an ore band about 100' vide may well be there.

A number of tiny bands of fine grained siliceous material 
containing plentiful fine magnetite are exposed on greywacke outcrops 
extending vest from D.D.H. No. 1. They are sharply defined usually ̂  " 
wide and exhibit many of the characteristics of veinlets of quartz such 
as branching, fading and swelling and en echelon lenses. They stand 
up as ribs -|-" above the surrounding smooth outcrop surface due to 
differential weathering since the glacial period. They are considered 
to be indicative that the concentration of iron in the ore zones was not 
necessarily a vholly sedimentary process.

Concentrating tests made in the Davis tube on representative 
r.araples of drill core indicate that between a 200 mesh and 325 mesh 
grind a better than 65^ Fe concentrate containing less than 656 Si  2 
oan be obtained. Hole No. 5 vas the only exception at 61.756 Fe and 
10.31^o Si Og and on inspection it was noted that the ore from this hole 
vos generally finer grained and more cherty in appearance than any of 
the other intersections.

Deleterious elements of sulphur, phosphorus and titanium tested
low.

From the foregoing it is suggested that the ore zone is a 
complex folded structure invaded by irregular intrusive masses and 
subjected to varying intensities of silicification, pressure and heat. 
Therefore a great deal more stripping and drilling must be done before 
the ore picture or the geological picture can be properly evaluated.

Respectfully submitted,

Setember
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REPORT OP MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 

N. A. TIMMINS EXPLORATIONS (ONTARIO) LIMITED

SASSAFRAS LAKE, BELL-SHIKAG LAKE AREA, PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION 

D. G. FINLAYSON, P. ENG., MARCH, 1957.

INTRODUCTION;

In March 1957 a line-cutting project and a magnetometer survey 
was undertaken on 24 claims held by the N. A. Timmins Explorations 
(Ontario) Limited to the west of Sassafras Lake in the Bell-Shikag Lake 
Area, of the Port Arthur Mining Division in Northwestern Ontario. Compass 
deflections noted while these claims were being staked indicated the 
need for such a survey.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY:

Technical details of the survey are appendixed to the Report.

The ground was completelj covered with snow and only occasionally 
was outcrop noted. The picket line-cutting commenced on March 1st and 
the n;a fine tome ter readings were completed on March 31st.

The accompanying map showing all the readings with some 
contours drawn give the details of topography and the magnetic anomalous 
zone.

RESULTS OF MAGNETOMETER SURVEY:

The grid of lines was laid out and cut on the basis of a 
reconnalsance dip needle survey made in the fall of 1956. This indicated 
that tne magnetic zone was -j; to ? a mile north of its actual location 
as defined by the magnetometer. Thus, the grid did net extend far 
enough nouth to cover the complete anomalous zone and by the time this 
was discovered the "Break-Up" was so close that further line-cutting 
oould not be undertaken. Every effort was made to take readings far 
enough south on a few lines to determine the southern boundary of the 
anomalous zone. It is felt that very few, 1C any, further readings are 
necessary to the south of those shown here as far as laying out a 
proposed drilling program is concerned.

Furthermore, about half of the survey had been completed before 
the large, highly magnetic zone of widths up to 1100 feet was discovered. 
At thir. time it was impractical from a time-available point of view to 
adjust the magnetometer to give a much lower background reading and 
hence show more detail of "peaks" and "valleys" within the anomalous zone.

A maximum range of approximately 8,000 gammas was available 
with the adjustment on the magnetometer. The plotted results show a 
zone exists over a length of 2 miles and in widths varying from 200 feet 
to 1100 feet, in which the magnetometer readings are more than 8000 gammas 
above background.
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From the intensity of the anomaly and some rock outcrop 
noted in 1956, there is little doubt that the cause of the magnetic 
attraction is magnetite.

CONCLUSIONS:

A large long magnetic zone exists and the outline, and for 
the most part, the boundaries of this zone have been outlined. Possibly 
further magnetometer work might give more information, particularly with 
regard to details within the zone in which these readings gave "Off Scale" 
A few exploratory drill holes may indicate whether further such readings 
are desirable. However, a definite drilling target has been located and 
the source of the compass deflection has been delineated. All the 
water-covered areas within the claims has been picket-lined and readings 
taken on the ice. Further readings may be taken in the Summer months and 
the present grid system of lines may be extended as required.

Respectfully submitted,

Toronto, Ontario. 
August 15, 1957.

B.

_____ ^Jy-r^y. 
D. G. FINLAYSON, 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER.
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l REPORT ON MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 

N. ft. TIMMINS EXPLORATIONS (ONTARIO) LIMITED 

SHIKAG-BELL LAKES ARES

PATRICIA MINING DIVISION 
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

TO: ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF MINES

FROM: LEONARD G. SMITH, P.ENG., RESIDENT ENGINEER 

INTRODUCTION;

Following are reports by D. G. Finlayson and L. G. Smith, 
on a Magnetometer Survey carried out on twenty-four mining claims numbered 
Pa. 17451-59 inclusive, and 17739-53 inclusive, all recorded in the name 
of N. A. Timmins Explorations (Ontario) Limited, holder of Miners 
Licence No. A-26710.

The objective of this survey was to determine the location of 
a magnetic zone first indicated by compass deflections noted by prospectors 
and later by dip needle tests.

111

The
&Q J. J.

hese claims are located Immediately West of Sassafras Lake 
-Shikag Lake Area, between Lat. 49 50' and 49* 52' N. and

between Long. 90 30' and 90" 37' W. 

GENERAL GF.OLOGY;

The area in which these claims are located has never been 
examined nor reported on by a Department of Mines geologist. The closest 
detailed geological mapping is shown on Map No. 39b, Sturgeon Lake Area, 
accompanying report by A. R. Graham in Vol.39* Part 2, Ontario Department 
of Mines Annual Report, 1930.

Prospecting and geological investigation by N. A. Timmins 
Explorations (Ontario) Limited have confirmed the continuation easterly 
of the belt of Keewatin rocks beyond the line where Graham's map stops.

Although there are not many roclf outcrops, the belt appears to 
be about two miles wide where the claims are staked. To the North, the 
contact between the Keewatin and the Algoman rocks is obscured under 
overburden but outcrops of the older granite have been found North of 
a line projected easterly from the contact established by Graham. On the 
South, the Company geologists have definitely located '-he contact between 
the Keewatin rocks and the older granite and granite gneiss.

Striking East-West along the greenstone belt are ^enJ? of 
siliceous tuffs with banded iron formation of still undetermined, but 

l apparently varying, widths. These tuffs are intruded by narrow dikes of 
diorite, amphibolite, syenite and quartz and feldspar porphyry.
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Proceeding easterly along the greenstone belt small plugs 
of granite and granite gneiss have been observed. In this direction the 
belt narrows and probably forms a roof pendant over the granite.

It is believed that detailed investigation will discover in 
the Keevratin small remnants of the Timiskaming sediments that are shown 
on Graham's map east of Sturgeon Lake along the south shores of Willet 
and Post Lakes.

TOPOGRAPHY ;

The area is undulating, with no high hills, and Is covered by 
a good growth of spruce, balsam, Jackpine, birch and poplar, most of which 
have sprung up since a forest fire swept through the district about fifty 
years back. The underbrush is "Moose Maple" but, unlike the locality some 
twenty miles West, the bush is not dense and is easily traversed.

There are numerous lakes, large and small, usually connected 
by small streams.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEYS;

Supplementing the magnetometer survey carried out by D. G. Finlayson 
in March, further Magnetometer recordings were made and lines re-established 
along the zone giving earlier "Off Scale" readings. This was done in the 
period June 1st to 15th, 1957, with the following personnel:

C. H. Hopper, P.Eng.
W, G. Henderson, Undergraduate
C. A. Pellerln, Undergraduate

l This work confirmed the results obtained in the Magnetometer Survey
performed, by D. G. Finlayson.

Between May and July 1957, Aeiomagnetic Surveys Limited 
carried out, on behalf of N. A. Timmins Explorations (Ontario) Limited, 
an Airborne Magnetometer Survey at flight line spacing of 1/8 mile.

As shown on 
Iwao recorded in the

CONCLUSION ;

anying plan, in duplicate, a large magnetic anomaly 
^-ed area.

A zone of strong magnetic intensity extends across the claims 
N. A. Timmins Explorations (Ontario) Limited, West and South of 

assafras Lake.

The limits East-West and North-South of the zone have not yet 
een exact] y mapped, and the zone is still of undetermined proportions. 
t appears to be a safe assumption that the true width of the magnetic 
one is at least one-half that indicated by the airborne magnetometer survey.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS;

The magnetic measurements were taken with a Watt's Magnetic 
Variometer measuring the vertical intensity of the earth's magnetic 
field. The instrume. had a constant of 36 gammas per scale division 
at the time of the Survey. Corrections were made for the diurnal 
variations although from the point the high magnetic attraction was 
noted such corrections were unnecessary.

All magnetic readings are expressed in gammas, (l gamma 
equals 1/100,000 gauss C.G.S.) and are referred to an arbitrarily 
chosen base so that nearly all the readings were positive.

Measurements were taken at 100' intervals on picket lines 
spaced ^00" a'part. Readings were also taken along the base line. In 
a few instances readings were taken at 50' intervals where such were 
indicated to be desirable and at the south ends of some of the lines 
where possible.

The work can be summarized as follows:

Bases established 
Station readings 
Lines cut and chained

1250 (aprox.) 
23.5 miles

Personnel D. G. Finlayson, P.Eng.
R. A. Hammond, assistant
W. C. Shepherd, Line cutter and chainman
Long John, Indian, axeman

The time is distributed as follows: 

Operating Magnetometer

Preparing Report

Cutting and chaining lines

Finlayson 10 days
Hammond 10 "

Finlayson 20 "

Finlayson 23
Hammond 23
Shepherd 33
Long John 31.

The working period commenced on February 26th, 1957* and was 
completed on March 31st, 1957. ov^

August 3 r}, 1957- 
Toronto, Ontario. PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER.

B.
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warranted.
Exploration of this zone by diamond drilling is definitely

Respectfully submitted,

Toronto, Ontario. 
September 25th, 195V.

B.

J "S JL. '-H-
l^^f\ ** ' TKjTV"v\.*. A/L 
.SMITH, PTENG.^~LEONARD G,

RESIDENT ENGINEER.
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REPORT ON
AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 

N. A. TIMMINS EXPLORATIONS (ONTARIO) LIMITED
SHIKAG-BELL LAKES AREA 
PATRICIA MINING DIVISION 

PROVINCE CF ONTARIO

TO: ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF MINES .

FROM: LEONARD G. SMITH, P.ENG., RESIDENT ENGINEER

INTRODUCTION;

Following is a report of an Airborne

Magnetometer Survey carried out over twenty-four mining 

claims numbered Pa. 17^51-59 inclusive, and 17739-53 

inclusive, all recorded in the name of N. A. Timmins 

Explorations (Ontario) IlmJted, holder of Miners Licence 

To. A-26710.

The Airborne Survey over this area was

flown by Aeromagnetic Surveys Limited with a Canso aircraft 

on June 1st, 1957, at flight line spacing of 1/8 mile.

The objective of this survey was to check 

the location of a magnetic zone first indicated by compass 

deflections and dip needle tests and later by a ground 

Magnetometer Survey.

The claims are located immediately West of

Sassafras Lake in the Bell-Shikag Lake Area, between Lat.49*50' 

and **9 0 52' N. and between Long. 90 0 30' and 90 037' W.
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AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY;

The recordings of the airborne magnetometer 

survey are shown on a plan already filed with the Department 

of Mines. These results confirm the presence of a zone of 

high magnetic intensity extending from the centre of claim 

Pa. 17456 to beyond the West boundary of claim Pa. 177^6, a 

length of approximately one mile and one-half, with an indicated 

width of one-half mile. It has been my experience that the true 

width of a magnetic zo^e i s usually approximately one-half 

that recorded by the airborne magnetometer.

The total of lines flown in this survey 

over the above numbered claim group was 12 miles.

Respectfully submitted.

Leonard G. Smith, P.Eng. 
Resident Engineer.

20th January, 1958. 
Toronto, Ontario.

LGS:B.
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REPORT ON

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY 

N. A. TIMMINS EXPLORATIONS (ONTARIO) LIMITED

SHIKAG-BELL LAKES AREA 

PATRICIA MINING DIVISION 

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

TO: ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF MINES

FROM: LEONARD G. SMITH, P.ENG., RESIDENT ENGINEER

INTRODUCTION;

Following is a report of an Airborne Electromagnetic
Surve;/ carried out over twenty-four mining claims numbered Pa.17^51-59 
inclusive, and 17739-53 inclusive all recorded in the name of 
i\!. A. Timmins Explorations (Ontario) Limited, holder of Miners' 
Licence No. A-26710.

The Airborne Survey over this Area was flown by
Aeromagnetic Surveys Mniited in the period between May and July, 1957* 
at flight-line spacing of 1/8 mile.

The objective of this survey was to cneck for conducting 
b od:', e s along or near the magnetic zone.

The survey was performed using a Canso (PBY) aircraft 
equipped with magnetometer, electro-magnetometer, scintillometer and 
ra d:", o altimeter. As no radio-active anomalies were recorded, only 
the magneton! e t e r and E.M. data were shown on the geophysical map. 
The airborne magnetometer map has already been filed with the Ontario 
Department of Mines. The airborne E.M. map accompanies this report.

"The aircraft operated with a mean terrain clearance 
of 500 feet. Positioning of the lines and the geophysical data was 
done by means of vertical, overlapping 35 mrn. photography exposed 
throughout survey flight. Numbered fiduclals along the flight lines 
correspond to landmarks on the 35 mm. strips, which relate the data 
to the terrain covered."

"The E.M. equipment used was the Aeromagnetic Surveys 
Limited fixed wing, dual-frequency type which records changes In phase 
of an applied electromagnetic field. This primary field, generated 
simultaneously at 400 cycles per second and 2300 cycles per second, 
produces secondary electromagnetic responses in conducting bodies at 
or beneath the earth's surface. The accuracy of the measurement is 
o.l degrees, which corresponds to secondary fields roughly one
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six-hundredth as strong as the primary. The equipment consists of 
a large horizontal transmitting coil fixed to the aircraft and smaller 
vertical receiving coils mounted in a "bird" which is towed roughly 
350 feet behind and 175 feet below the aircraft. The anomalies are 
recorded at two frequencies in order to provide a measure of the 
conductivity of the body. The coil orientation and separation are 
chosen to provide the best possible sensitivity to bodies of all 
strikes and dips."

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGHETIC SURVEY;

The geophysical data were reproduced and plotted on
maps at a scale of l" m 1 320 feet. The maps show planimetry obtained 
from existing maps. Flight lines are shown to help the interpreter 
in the evaluation of contoured anomalies; data were obtained only on 
the flight-lines. The contouring between lines represents therefore 
one choice out of several choices.

E.M. data are recorded as anomalies and ratios; 400-
cycle anomalies to 2300 cycle anomalies are shown at all the 400-cycle 
peaks.

Contour lines join points of equal 400-cycle response 
on adjacent flight lines; the contour interval is 0.2 degrees. The 
drawing of contour lines for E.M. results is done on the assumption 
that aircraft altitude is maintained constant and the lines are flown 
roughly parallel to one another. Contours facilitate the correlation 
of E.K. anomalies with magnetic, topographic and known geological 
features, essential for the intelligent interpretation of the E.M. results.

Complete geophysical data have been recorded on
geophysical naps. The airborne Magnetometer Map has been filed with 
the Department of Mines. The airborne K.M. map accompanies this report.

E.M. anomalies in the area occur in zones, in coincidence 
with the magnetic anomalies. Mostly they show a phase shift in the lower 
frequence of 0.2 0 , which is equal to the limit of sensitivity, of the 
instrument. Anomalies occur on flight lines 38, 39, 40, 4l, 42, 43, 44 
and 4 cj. These anomalies indicate only fair conductors.

The total of lines flown in this airborne E.M. and 
radio-active survey over the above mentioned claim group was 12 miles.

Respectfully submitted,

Toronto, Ontario. 
10th February, 1958.

LEONARD G. SMITH, P.ENG.,' 
RESIDENT ENGINEER.



DETAILED MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 

VICINITY OF CLAIMS Pa 18835 AND Pa 18839 

SASSAFRAS LAKE, ONTARIO

HISTORY - A discovery of magnetite bearing iron formation had
been made by N. A. Timmins Explorations Ontario Limited 
in 1956 and eight diamond drill holes had been drilled 
in 1957 with inconclusive results. Adjacent to the 
subject claims Hole No. 8 had been drilled r.cross the 
formation where aeromagnetic and dip needle; readings 
had suggested a strong zone. Results however had 
been poor as very little iron formation was intersected.

PURPOSE - As part of a re examination program the writer arranged 
with Steep Rock Iron Mines Limited to conduct a detailed 
magnetometer survey with a view to locating and defining 
more accurately the aeromagnetic high apparently missed 
by Hole No. 8.

Method - The baseline and original line at 400' intervals were
relocated, repicketed and chained and intermediate lines 
at 200' intervals were cur and chained. A tie line 
was located 900' south of the baseline. Readings were 
taken at 100' intervals outside the anomalous zone and 
at 50' intervals within it. The instrument used was 
a Sharpe A-3, readings being taken in thousands of 
gammas to which a background reading of 55,000 gammas 
may be added.

INTERPRETATION- From experience gained in other drilled areas a mile
or more to the west, direct instrument readings of 40 
or more(i.e. 40,000 gammas before adding 55,000 gammas 
backgrount) are taken to be a strong indication of iron 
formation jontaining 20? or more iron as magnetite. 
The results plotted on the attached plan show a strong 
zone 50' wide but less than 100' wide starting directly 
south of the collar of Hole No. 8 and extending, with 
one break, easterly across claim Pa. 18839. It is 
evidently too small to be considered as potential open 
pit tonnage.

DUPLICATE COPY
POOR QUALITY ORIGINAL 

TO FOLLOW



NAOBKTOMKrXR VQKTtt

TICIHTTT Or CLAIMS Pa 188^5 ARC Pa 18839 

8A88AFBAS LAKB, ORTXRIO

A discovery of Mgnetite bearing Iron f one&tlon had 
been aade by H. A. TlMdns Exploration* Ontario Llaited 
In 1956" *od eight diamond drlU holes had been drilled 
In 1957 vlth Inconclusive results. Adjacent to the 
subject claiBs Hole Bo. 8 had been drilled across the 
formtion where aeromagnetic and dip needle readings 
had suggested a strong cone. Results hovever had 
been poor as very little iron formation ms intersected.

Aa part of a re rt ami nation prograa the vrJter arranged 
vlth Steep Book Iron Mines Lialted to contact a detailed 
MagnetMSMrter surrey vith a riev to loca*-'tAg and defining 
 wore accurately the aeveeagne'iio high apparently sdsaed 
by Hoi* Bo. 8.

KEETBCD The baseline and original line at toO' internals *ere 
relocated, repiaketed and ehalned and intereediftte lines 
at 200' intervaXs vere *mt and ehalned. A tie line 
va* loo**M 900' south of the baseline. Readines vare 
taker at 100' intervals outsUe *L* tuic-*J.ous coo* and 
at 50' Intervals vithin it. rAt instruavnt used vat 
a Sharpe A-3, readlitfs belug taken in thoih^s^ of

to nhieh a background reading of 55*000 
nay be added*

Pro* experience gained la other drilled area* a mile 
or aore to the vest, direct instrument readings of kO 
or nore (i.e. 40,000 punas before adding 55,000 gauMs 
background) are taken to be a strong indleatlon of iron 
fornafclon containing 20jt or nore iron as Mgnetite. 
The results plotted on the attached plan shov a strong 
cone 50' vide but less than 100' vide star' Ing directly 
south of the collar of Bole Bo. 8 and extending, vlth 
one break, easterly across claim Pa 18839. It is 
evidently too vail to be considered as potential open 
pit tonncge.



DATA RELEVANT TO CLAIMS Pa. 18835 and Pa. 18839 only

Insturment used - Sharp A-3, instrument No. 209 

Dates field work was done - February 14-21, 1961 

No. of stations read 126 

No. of miles of line cut or ' hained 1.75

Line cutting or chaining -

Instrument man:

James Gareau of Steep Rock Staff 2 "

Drafting, F. G. Harriman l "

Consultants:

J. M. Allen of Steep Rock Staff (field) i "

C. H. Hopper (office) j "

Actual Time

6 man days of 8 hours

it n tt

II II M

M H tl II

Assessment credit requested 20 days to be divided equally 
between two claims.

C. H. Hopper

May l, 1961

DUPLICATE COPY
POOR QUALITY ORIGINAL 
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MLBVAP TO CLAIMS P* 168?? and Pa 188)9 only

Instrument used - Sharp A-3, instraevt Ho. 209 

Dates field vork ms dene - FeVnary lt-21, 19&L 

Wo. of stations read 

Bo. of Miles of line cut or chained

Line cutting or chaining -

Instrument aan:

Janes Oareau of Steep Rock Staff

Drafting, 7* O. Banriaan

Consultantst

J. M. Allen of Steep Rook Staff (field)

C. H. Hopper (Office)

1.75

Aotual 
6 nan days of 8 hours

DM

H M m W

• li D tt

wu w M

sessaent credit requested 20 dr^s to be dlrlded equally 
tvo claias.

^"(r

C. H. Hopper

S C. li. liCTFER n

HAY l f 1961
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N.A.TIMMINS (ONTARIO) LIMITED
AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

MAGNETOMETRIC MAP

Flown and Compiled in M AY - J ULY 1957

CONTOUR INTERVAL 

MEAN FLIGHT LINE SPACING 
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N.A.TIMMINS (ONTARIO) LIMITED
AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

ELECTROMAGNETIC MAP
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